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Buddy Cole, best known as musical director and pianist for Bing Crosby, loved to play the theatre pipe

organ in an imaginative orchestral and jazz/swing style honed in his years as one of Hollywood's first call

recording session keyboard players. 16 MP3 Songs in this album (61:41) ! Related styles: Easy Listening:

Nostalgia, Easy Listening: American Popular Song, Solo Instrumental People who are interested in Bing

Crosby George Wright Henry Mancini should consider this download. Details: Buddy Cole Album Notes

The legendary theatre organ recordings made by Buddy Cole, born Edwin Lemar Cole, December 16,

1916, in Irving, Illinois, were in some ways almost incidental to his career as "Pianist to the Stars." He

was pianist for Alvino Reys orchestra, musical director for Bing Crosby for many years, as well as for

Rosemary Clooney, and Marlene Dietrich; and played on the exotic music of Esquivel, the satires of Stan

Freberg, the film scores of Ray Heindorf, and numerous vocal and instrumental sessions in Hollywood.

His Hammond organ style was heard in the Henry Mancini score for the TV show "Mr. Lucky," and he

played pipe organ for the wedding scenes of the filmed musical, "The Sound of Music." Cursed by a

family history of cardiac disease, Buddy died the day after this session, on November 5, 1964. Buddy got

bit by the theatre organ bug in his early teens at the Fox Figueroa theatre in Los Angeles in 1929 and

after practicing on the organ for many nights and mornings, when resident organist Marshall Grant left,

Buddy became resident organist while still in high school, playing for sing-alongs, special features, and

the few silent films still distributed. He never lost his love for the theatre pipe organ, and in a very different

way, as did George Wright, believed the instrument could be played in the contemporary styles of his

time. While George Wright's style was deeply influenced by the big bands that played at the New York

Paramount, and the pit orchestras of Broadway, Buddy's muse could be found on the sound stages and

recording studios of Hollywood, where he constantly worked with the finest composers, vocalists, and
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orchestral arrangers in the world. Buddy was also a gifted composer and would write and arrange mood

pieces and improvisations, as well as write his very orchestrally influenced arrangements of the best of

popular song, on the studio organ he installed in his North Hollywood home in 1959. This was the 3

manual, 17 rank Wurlitzer from the United Artists Theatre in Los Angeles, plus 9 ranks of a Robert Morton

pipe organ he had installed in his previous North Hollywood home in 1947. The cinderblock studio was an

acoustically live and reverberant building with a recording booth, his grand piano and Hammond organ.

The audio equipment was owned by long time friend, composer/conductor Ray Heindorf of Warner

Brothers film and record fame. Buddy was a skilled engineer and tape editor and recorded the Bing

Crosby radio shows as well as his own pipe organ albums for Capital, Columbia, and Warner Brothers

records. The tunes and originals heard here were from audio tapes provided by Clare Cole in 1980,

representing the nights that Buddy would start his Ampex recorder and go wherever the music would take

him. They were in unlabeled boxes of seven-inch tape recorded at 7 1/2 IPS. That year, the album

"Buddy Cole Remembered" was mastered directly from these tapes without recopying or remastering.

The names of the original pieces were suggested by this scribe and/or Doric Records Frank Killinger. As

Frank was unfamiliar with Buddy's last and most beautiful albums, he vetoed the title, "When the Terns

Are Leaving." We have restored it in this reissue. Buddy virtually never performed in concert or before

audiences on theatre organ after his teenage experiences at the Fox Figueroa theatre. However, in June

of 1962, Buddy hosted a touring group of theatre organ enthusiasts at his home studio during the Los

Angeles convention of the American Theatre Organ Society. This was captured on a portable tape

recorder by parties unknown. After greeting them with "Welcome to my bomb shelter," Buddy gave them

a rundown of the organ, the history of the installation, and thanked the technicians who helped him install

it. He then performed at least three pieces. The first we have simply named "Buddy's Waltz," a sensitive

improvisation in which he plays all three keyboards of the organ at once, "bridging" the middle keyboard

with the first and second fingers of his left hand, and thumb of his right hand. He then gives us jazz

piano-styled harmony on "Memories of You." Although there might well have been more, the surviving

audiotape ended in the middle of "Beyond the Reef." We have fashioned a replacement for the missing

second half-chorus through the miracle of digital technology. It is instructive to note the similarities to and

differences from, his late night version also heard here. Buddys highly original and innovative pipe organ

style cast its spell over a generation of theatre organists and enthusiasts and we are thrilled to reissue



and reintroduce these performances. Notes by Ken Rosen
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